
The Fairchild F8 microprocessor was released in 1975.   

 

The design goal of the F8 was to form a complete system with only two chips -- the 3850 

processor chip (cpu) and the 3851 program storage chip (psu).  The F8 was designed for 

high volume applications that needed a low cost solution. The target application that we 

kept referring back to while designing the chip set was a washing machine application.   

The program of the application would be fixed into the F8 psu chip during chip 

fabrication -- which is fine it your application is high volume.  There were other chips in 

the F8 family for lower volume applications that needed to have their programs contained 

in more flexible eprom memory. 

 

That design goal made the F8 a good choice for a cartridge based game system.  You 

could conceive of a game that had just the F8 cpu with video memory in the console and 

had the F8 psu chip in the cartridge.  The Channel F game has two F8 psu chips in the 

console in addition to the F8 cpu; these two psu chips hold the built-in pong and hockey 

games.  The Channel F game cartridge has two additional F8 psu chips; these chips in the 

cartridge hold the program instructions for the cartridge's game.  The console F8 psu 

chips also provide subroutines that are used by the cartridge based programs. 

 

What made the F8 chip set unique was its emphasis on input/output pins.  Instead of 

burning up 16 pins for an address bus, the F8 used those pins on the cpu and the psu chips 

for 32 bits of I/O.  Microprocessors of the day needed lots of I/O in the applications 

targeted by the F8.  The washing machine app would be replacing a mechanical timer.  

Each switch came to the uP as an individual wire; each wire driving a solenoid connected 

to an individual output pin on the uP system.  The F8 chip set also emphasized including 

clock and power-on reset functions; these functions required extra parts in other uP's. 

 

<I have sent you scans from manuals and advertising that describe the important points of 

the F8 microprocessor from the user's viewpoint. > 

 

The design team 

Take a peek at the picture of the design team that I sent to you.  As I look back on the 

design team a few things stand out -- 

1. the team members were all young with a few exceptions.  35 years old or less. 

2. all were new to Fairchild -- except for Claude Alleaume.  Dave Chung was also 

new to Fairchild. 

3. team size was small.  Three for the circuit design; two people handled the layout; 

two for the logic design; two for marketing; only one software person. 

4. limited experience in computer design.  The microprocessor was still new. 

5. The team shows the stereotypes of the day.  The two women were secretaries.  

Some of the guys are wearing suits (likely it was a dress-up day for the picture) 

 

Dr David Chung was the leader of the F8 team.  He provided the architecture of the F8 

chip set.  There is gray issue about this architecture; General Instrument filed a lawsuit 

claiming that Dr Chung brought the architecture with him when he left GI.  <see link to 

F8 history that mentions the lawsuit>   I don't know the details.  I was one of the late 



arrivals to the team and the architecture was already in place.  The silicon layout was 

definitely all newly designed by the team.  The young team kept their heads down and 

ground out the design;  we weren't looking backwards.   

 

The Design 

Attached is a block drawing of the F8 cpu chip.  The title block on the drawing is hard to 

read; I read initials of S.V. -- which would be team member Suresh Vasa  and a date in 

November of 1973. 

 

The internal circuits of the F8 chip set had weak pullup transistors and transistors to pull 

down -- equivalent to RTL logic with the NOR gate as the basic function.  The NOR gate 

could get spread out on the chip and look like a multiplexed bus.  All the logic was timed 

by the WRITE clock -- get all the new data stable by the leading edge of the WRITE 

clock and latch it into the D flip flops that formed the registers.  The logic was slow; gate 

delays were significant.  For instance, the time required to propagate the carry signal 

through the 8 bit wide ALU during an add operation was a limiting factor.  The results 

from the ALU went into the ACCUMLATOR register.  The ALU results could not be 

directly loaded into one of the 64 scratchpad memory locations both because of time 

constraints and because that kind of instruction would have needed an additional byte for 

the operand. 

 

The F8 instruction set has flavors of the RISC design concept that came later.  The F8 

instruction set emphasized single byte instructions.  A sequence of single byte 

instructions would be used instead of the complex multibyte instructions of other 

microprocessors.  For instance, the ALU didn't do subtraction -- but it did have single 

byte instructions for complement and increment that you need to perform the equivalent 

of a subtraction. There was no multiply instruction, but the instruction set provided the 

tools to perform those operations using a sequence of instructions.   An interesting sign of 

the times was that the instruction set did have special instructions for handling BCD 

addition. The early microprocessor applications, such as the new electronic desktop 

calculators, were closely coupled to the human operator and those operators like to think 

in base 10 numbers instead of  base 16. 

 

During the design, the competition was the Intel 8080 and also Motorola 6800.  The 

Zilog Z80 was invisible as it had not yet been announced. 

 

Having a second source was important when trying to sell into the high volume 

applications that the F8 chip set targeted.  Mostek was the vendor chosen to provide a 

second source for the F8 chip set.  Mostek later went on to design a better F8; their 3870 

chip combined the cpu and psu functions into one chip.  It had a same functions and same 

instruction set as the Fairchild two chip F8. The Mostek 3870 used a single power supply 

instead of two.  And the mask costs were lower for the programming step.  

 

F8 was good engineering design -- it worked within the limitations of the technology to 

provide a workable solution at a reasonable price. 

 



 The design environment 

There were no cad systems at the time.  There were some simulation programs for 

checking circuit delays.  No desktop computers.  Computer work like the simulations 

were handled by dialing into time-share computers.  The chip was designed by hand on 

large clear vinyl sheets -- maybe as large as 4 feet by 6 feet.  One sheet for each layer.  

Tape on the vinyl represented the features and traces on that layer.  We all got involved in 

checking the finished layout; I have memories of leaning over a large table (light table?) 

to check traces. 

 

The chips were fabricated on wafers that were 2 inches in diameter (as I recall).  The 

upper management set tight restrictions on the size of the die, which became another of 

the design constraints.   

 

One of the challenges was how to test the first chips?   The first chip to be fabbed was the 

3850 cpu.  How do you confirm that it works without a psu chip running a program?  I 

have hazy memories of hardware emulation for both the 3850 and the 3851 chip.  The 

emulation was designed with TTL logic and was built using wire-wrapped inter-

connections between ic sockets on prototyping boards. 

 

So how do you test a microprocessor as a die on a wafer?  The JEDEC scheme for testing 

didn't exist.  I don't recall any extra paths or logic added to support testing.  I have 

forgotten the details of how we tested.  There may have been a special bit of isolated test 

logic in one corner of the die (or wafer?).   Fairchild had a division that made test 

equipment.  There was a "bed of nails" fixture that made contract with the bonding pads 

on the die.  The tester would put a dot of ink on the bad dies. The testing happened before 

the wafer was scribed and broken up into individual die.   The bonding of the 40 pads to 

the 40 pins of the ic package was done by women peering through microscopes. 

 

System Development 

What good is a set of microprocesser chips unless you have a way to develop software for 

it?   That is a problem that faced the F8 development team.  One part of the solution was 

to create an assembler and a simulation program that were written in Fortran and ran on 

time sharing systems.  These programs were written even before the hardware was 

available. 

 

After the chips became available the F8M development board was created to support 

program development.  The board needed to be able to halt the computer, to single step 

the computer, to examine memory, and to alter memory.   But the F8 chip set could not 

be halted; the clock with its WRITE cycle had to keep on ticking away in order to 

preserve the contents of registers and scratchpad memory.  At first glance this was not an 

easily satisfied set of requirements.  We hadn't designed debug aids into the F8 chip set 

nor the F8 instruction set; an oversight?  But the unique split architecture of the F8 chip 

set puts the instruction register inside the cpu chip and puts the program counter outside 

of the cpu chip.  The data bus carries the instruction opcode from the psu chip into the 

cpu; the set of 5 ROMC lines coming from the cpu chip control the program counter in 



the psu chip.  Ttl logic on the F8M board utilized this separation of functions in the F8 

chip set to provide halt and single step ability. 

 

The F8M board implements a HALT by forcing the code for a NOP instruction onto the 

databus; this instruction gets repeatedly loaded into the cpu chip.  The ROMC lines to the 

PSU are broken and the PSU instead sees a ROMC nop command that keeps the 

instruction counter from changing.  A single step is possible because the ROMC lines 

have a unique code for fetching the opcode that is different from the code used for 

fetching additional operands. A single step required turning off the HALT logic, letting 

one instruction be fetched, and then turning the HALT logic back on when the next 

opcode fetch was detected on the ROMC lines. The F8M board did not have the 

instructions in a PSU; instead it had the ttl eqivalent of the F8 3853 static memory 

interface chip.  The board had prom sockets and static RAM memory for holding 

programs.  The 3853 chip was not yet available when this board was designed; later there 

was a F8S board that was similar except that it had a real F8 3853 chip. 

 

The F8 Formulator system came later.  It was a full fledged desktop F8 based computer 

system.  <see picture?>   It had a full set of address and data switches on the front.  

Operator interaction was via a RS232 serial link to a terminal; the preferred HP terminal 

had built-in tape cassette capability.  The Formulator had a built-in debugging program.  

Came with a native assembler programs.  Had two memory banks -- one for the debugger 

and one for the user program.  It had the HALT and SINGLE STEP operation similar to 

the F8M board.  In addition, the Formulator had hardware to support a single byte 

BREAK instruction; when the BREAK instruction was encountered in the user program, 

it caused the user program to halt operation and to begin running the debug program.  

The BREAK instruction is actually an OUTPUT instruction to either port 2 or 3.  This 

instruction is equivalent to a NOP because ports 2 and 3 never exist; of the four port 

numbers reserved for the 3850 cpu chip only ports 0 and 1 are implemented.  This OUTS 

instruction is better than a NOP because interrupts can't happen while it is being 

executed.  I don't recall who was clever enough to notice the properties of this 

undocumented instruction; I was the one that designed the logic in the Formulator control 

panel to implement the BREAK operation. 

 

 

 

Tidbits 

• an early lot of chips was mysteriously lost -- the best guess was that it had been 

left on top of waste basket in a crowded office and discarded by the janitors.  My 

vague recollection was that it was the first batch of 3851 psu chips. 

• There was a gasoline crisis in 1973 thanks to an embargo by Saudia Arabia.  This 

had several impacts on the design team.  Gasoline was scarce; there were long 

lines at gas stations.  I started car pooling from San Jose to Mountain View.  And 

then the embargo caused the economy to stutter and Fairchild started laying 

people off.  The marketing and software folks of the team were let go.  They held 

onto one marketing person that had been doing yeoman work to get a chip design 



ready for fab; but after working over a holiday to complete that task he too was 

laid off. 

• Fairchild was a large company with several divisions.  A large company has 

politics.  President Nixon had his  Saturday night massacre  in 1973.  The F8 

design team had their Friday Night Massacre in late 1975(?).  There was an 

announcement at the end of the day and on the next Monday we were working in 

San Jose instead of Mountain View.  Tony Beccia was now our immediate boss 

instead of Dave Chung.   We were now part of the Test Group in a newly named  

"Micro Systems Division".  We had been part of the Semiconductor Components 

Group. 

• The first documentation was written by Adam Osborne; he would come down 

from a office in Berkeley to interview the engineers in Mountain View.  Later he 

expanded into a publishing company that had numerous books about 

microprocessors and programming.  He is also remembered for the Osborne 1, an 

early portable computer.  < https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam_Osborne > 

• Bob Hartmann went on to later become one of founders of Altera.  Robert 

Frankovich joined him. 

• Rich Page worked with the testing group and developed test programs for the F8 

chip set.  I remember visiting him and his wife in their apartment; on a workbench 

in one of the bedrooms was a chaotic mess of wires and parts that supported his 

experiments with home computing.   Rich Page went on to become an Apple 

Fellow; see  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rich_Page 
 

 

  

  

  

my contributions to the F8 microprocessor team 

1. there was a large control matrix in the cpu that decoded the instructions.  Suresh 

and I designed that. 

2. I did the logic design of the 3853 static memory interface chip.  (suresh did the 

design of the 3852 dynamic memory interface chip) 

3. I designed the logic for the F8M and F8S boards.   The F8M came first; it had the 

ttl equivalent of the not-yet-available 3853 chip. The hardware allowed single 

stepping and memory manipulation.  Had a FairBug sofware debugging app in 

prom.  Came with a black jack game on paper tape as an application. 

4. I was lent out to the Fairchild test division for the logic design of boards in the F8 

Formulator product.  The Formulator was a desktop F8 based system for 

developing F8 software.  It was later used by the Channel F team while 

developing new games.   This work preceded the "Friday Night Massacre". 

5. I was working on an app note for an interface to an 8" floppy drive. 

6. I knew Jerry Lawson as an F8 field engineer.  Was recruited by him to join the 

game group. 
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